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trump is everything republicans said obama was the - a lot of republicans however still appalled at obama s awkward
handshake with a cuban leader seem to have no such unease about trump fawning over the talented north korean dictator
who, 21 truths that prove republicans have been wrong about - there are a multitude of examples that prove republicans
have been consistently wrong about virtually everything they ve predicted over the past 30 years, everything you need to
know about the government shutdown - the longest ever government shutdown drags on as president trump continues to
demand more than 5 billion for a u s mexico border wall and democrats continue to say they won t agree to any new, 2013
united states federal government shutdown wikipedia - from october 1 to october 17 2013 the united states federal
government entered a shutdown and curtailed most routine operations because neither legislation appropriating funds for
fiscal year 2014 nor a continuing resolution for the interim authorization of appropriations for fiscal year 2014 was enacted in
time regular government operations resumed october 17 after an interim, student loans government guaranteed program
is wrong - republicans shouldn t be fooled into thinking returning to having government guarantee student loans is a good
idea, onpolitics usa today s politics blog - usa today politics blog most popular trump disagrees with key parts of
alabama abortion law ben carson mixes up real estate term and oreos, in trump country republicans cheer on federal
shutdown - in trump country republicans cheer on shutdown the government is our biggest enemy the president s
supporters say he s keeping their support by delivering on his campaign promises to slash, 5 reasons why you should
join your student government - 4 you make friends for life being in the sga you work closely with your fellow peers both in
and out of the organization while working with fellow senators i made really close friendships with brothers from my fraternity
people who opened me up from other organizations and people who helped me meet and talk to commuters more,
democrats and republicans switched platforms fact myth - fact the two major u s parties now called democrats and
republicans went through many changes in american history as support from geographic locations party leaders political
factions stances on key voter issues and platform planks switched between the two major parties and third parties
throughout the different party systems, 5 obama accomplishments successes republicans have to - republicans have
consistently said that a president cannot take responsibility for a strong economy unless of course he s a republican a weak
economy however is always a democratic president s fault and if a republican president presides over the worst financial
crisis in a half century after seven years in office that is clearly the fault of poor people, republicans need to save
capitalism peggy noonan - republicans need to save capitalism democrats have gone left so they re not going to do it the
gop needs a renewed seriousness the wall street journal february 14 2019, trump could push republicans too far
bloomberg - jonathan bernstein is a bloomberg opinion columnist covering politics and policy he taught political science at
the university of texas at san antonio and depauw university and wrote a plain blog, nj senate republicans new jersey
legislature state of - senate republican solutions will rebuild trust create opportunities and make new jersey affordable we
re optimistic about new jersey s future because we know that solutions to achieve these goals are within reach, how to
legalize marijuana in 2019 freedom leaf - with support from republicans state legislatures and congress this could be the
year federal prohibition finally screeches to a halt, the staying power of nancy pelosi the atlantic - brendan daly pelosi s
former communications director remembers getting a call from pelosi on the day before christmas one year the chinese
government had just released a famous dissident and, robert david steele the truth at any cost lowers all - robert david
steele is the conceptualizer of integrated election reform unrig and the integration of holistic analytics true cost economics
and open source everything engineering osee such that we can achieve a prosperous world at peace at 10 20 the cost of
the failed western economic model burdened by banks and lawyers, trump called sean hannity to rant on air for 45
minutes - it s really aggravating in that i can sit there with a stack of data and sources and information to support what i m
saying to the people i know like this and they ll sit there with nothing to back up their stuff roll their eyes at me and tell me
that i m just a brainwashed hopeless socialist burn out who is too young and stupid to know better, difference between
democrat and republican difference - democrats and republicans are the two main parties in the united states while
recently moderate and alternative parties have become more prominent democrats and republicans remain the two
historically largest parties which hold the majority of the seats in the senate and in the house of representatives, the 75
funniest quotes of all time reader s digest - i thought europe was a country kellie pickler country music singer if you
agree with the fact that these are the funniest quotes you ll also enjoy the funniest books of all time, call the republicans
bluff impeach trump politics - barr said the mueller report exonerated trump fox news ran with that for weeks before the

actual report came out now they re not bothering to correct the record, wtf is wrong with them republicans horrified as
trump - once more unto the breach wtf is wrong with them republicans horrified as trump goes after obamacare again
basking in the best week of his presidency trump decided to re engage on the, difference between socialism and
progressivism - socialism is an economic system where the government runs and controls the production resources
collectively owned by society to achieve its common good progressivism on the other hand is a political philosophy that
seeks to raise the standard of living of the average member of society in order, freedom of worship vs freedom of
religion commonweal - there is much ado lately about the few times in the past three years when president obama or
secretary of state hillary clinton used the phrase freedom of worship rather than freedom of religion, republicans are
trashing the law to hide trump s tax secrets - this week the house formally moved to obtain president trump s federal tax
forms trump is refusing saying from what i understand the law s 100 on my side it isn t but, how g o p leaders came to
view climate change as fake - most republicans still do not regard climate change as a hoax said whit ayres a republican
strategist who worked for senator marco rubio s presidential campaign, in hearing republicans democrats spar over how
best to - clear differences of opinion emerged between democrats and republicans during a house ways and means
subcommittee hearing about how to make prescription drugs more affordable in the medicare program, 10 things that
every american should know about the - what would happen if the federal reserve was shut down permanently that is a
question that cnbc asked recently but unfortunately most americans don t really think about the fed much most americans
are content with believing that the federal reserve is just another stuffy government agency that sets our interest rates and
that is watching out for the best interests of the american people, 6 psychedelic trips from legal drugs you probably
didn t - where there s a law there s always someone finding a way around it for people who like to experiment with drugs
that law is probably the controlled substance act which keeps most drugs
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